GENEVA PALEXPO has its own HOTSPOT available to exhibitors and visitors. This has the advantage that it covers the whole site, including a part of the park.

ORGEXPO WiFi Service offers the User in possession of a Personal Assistant or of a compatible WiFi computer a wireless internet connection. The WiFi service includes basic internet access functions (World Wide Web) and the forwarding of electronic messages. This service does not include the supply of a mailbox nor the housing of WEB pages.

ORGEXPO does not guarantee communications with company nets. The user must therefore check himself the technical possibility to get connected to his company's private net.

CONFIGURATION
The WiFi service is accessible from any portable computer having the following configuration:
- Windows XP or Windows 2000,
- WiFi fittings or equipped with a PCMCIA card in conformity with the IEEE 802.11 b/g standard,
- Internet Explorer navigator from version 4.67 or Netscape Communicator from version 5.5 or another compatible navigator.

PREPAID ACCESS CARDS
Cards on sale at the Exhibitors’ Contact at GENEVA PALEXPO and in the GENEVA PALEXPO Shop, in the entrance hall, without prior reservation, offering the following services:

- **One hour access card**, valid during 24 hours from the time of the first connection, price CHF 20.-, including VAT.
- **Two hour access card**, valid during 48 hours from the time of the first connection, price CHF 35.-, including VAT.
- **One day access card**, valid for 24 consecutive hours from the time of the first connection, price CHF 50.-, including VAT.
- **Two day access card**, valid for 48 consecutive hours from the time of the first connection, price CHF 90.-, including VAT.
- **Three day access card**, valid for 72 consecutive hours from the time of the first connection, price CHF 130.-, including VAT.

POSTPAID ACCESS CARD (for organisers and exhibitors only) *
- **Permanent access card** for the entire duration of an event at GENEVA PALEXPO, available 2 days before the start of the event at a cost of CHF 300.-, TVA not included.

This service is offered for one only computer connected, with a SDSL transmission speed in excess of 512Kbps, without any guarantee since this speed may perceptibly vary.

* These services may be offered according to the event by the organiser, please ask for details!